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Abstract: In modern communication systems, a popular way of providing authentication in an
authenticated Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocol is to sign the result of a one-way
hash function (such as MD5) of a Diffie–Hellman public key. The security of such a protocol
is based on the weakest of all the cryptographic assumptions of the algorithms involved:
Diffie–Hellman key distribution, digital signature and a one-way hash function. If a protocol can
be constructed using one cryptographic assumption, it would be at least as secure as that with
multiple assumptions. The authors propose three authenticated Diffie–Hellman key-agreement
protocols, each of which is based on one cryptographic assumption. In particular, the first protocol
is based on a discrete logarithm, the second on an elliptic curve and the third on RSA factoring.
The main objective of the paper is to show that the security of a protocol should be assessed at the
protocol level as a whole, rather than at the level of individual algorithms that are used to build the
protocol.

1 Introduction

The security of a communication protocol is usually based
on one or more assumptions. For example, a key agreement
protocol is built on one or more cryptographic assumptions.
A protocol with multiple independent assumptions with a
logic OR relationship (OR-related) is like a house with
multiple outside doors with different security mechanisms.
The more doors a house has, the more ways a thief can
break into the house, and the weakest security mechanism
of all is the easiest to overcome. Similarly, the more
independent OR-related assumptions a protocol has, the
more ways an attacker can try to attack the protocol and
the weakest of all is the easiest to try. In other words, when
multiple independent OR-related assumptions are involved,
the security of a protocol is typically reduced to that of the
weakest one. Therefore, for two protocols A and B, where
A is based on multiple independent OR-related crypto-
graphic assumptions and B is based on one of the
assumptions in A, B is at least as secure as A. In this
paper, we limit our scope to the area of authenticated key
agreement protocols and propose three authenticated
Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocols, each based on
exactly one cryptographic assumption. Our main objective
is to show that when a protocol is built upon several
algorithms, the security of the protocol should be assessed
in its entirety, rather than at the level of individual
algorithms.

Authenticated key agreement [Note 1] is a process of
verifying the legitimacy of communicating parties and
establishing common secrets among the communicating
parties for subsequent use (such as data confidentiality and
integrity). Authenticated key agreement is very important
for virtually all secure communication systems such as
e-commerce, wireless, wireline and Internet applications.
An authenticated key agreement protocol in general is
constructed using multiple cryptographic algorithms which
are based on various cryptographic assumptions.

The most well known assumptions of public-key
cryptographic algorithms are the computational
problems of a discrete logarithm (DL) with complexity

OðeððlnpÞð1=3ÞðlnðlnpÞÞð2=3ÞÞÞ [1], an elliptic curve (EC) with

complexity Oðeð1:098þoð1ÞÞn1=3ðln nÞ2=3ÞÞ, in GFð2nÞ finite fields
[2], and factoring (RSA) with the same complexity as a DL
[3]. On the other hand, the security of most well known
conventional cryptographic algorithms, such as the one-way
hash functions and block ciphers, is based on the complex-
ity of analysing a simple iterated function of multiple
rounds. These two types of cryptographic assumptions are
completely different and most of them are even incompa-
tible.

For example, consider the most commonly used
authenticated Diffie–Hellman key-agreement protocols. In
particular, the popular SSL and IPSec standards provide
such an option. Since the Diffie–Hellman public-key
distribution algorithm itself does not provide authentica-
tion, the authentication in an authenticated Diffie–Hellman
key agreement protocol is usually provided by signing a
Diffie–Hellman public key [4, 5]. Thus, it involves at least
three cryptographic algorithms in building this protocol: the

Note 1: We use the term ‘authenticated key agreement’ to describe the general
idea of key agreement with authentication. The term ‘authentication and key
agreement’ (also known as AKA) has been used in 3GPP wireless networks to
provide network access security. Our authenticated key agreement can be
applied to secure two-party communication networks. Additionally, AKA in
the 3GPP wireless domain is symmetric-key based whereas ours is public-key
based.
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Diffie–Hellman key-distribution algorithm, a digital signa-
ture and a one-way hash function. This protocol involves at
least two independent cryptographic assumptions. For
example, if the digital signature scheme, such as the digital
signal algorithm (DSA), is DL-based, the above protocol
(like the ones in [6, 7]) will have two cryptographic
assumptions: one is the DL and the other is the hash
function; if the digital signature scheme is RSA-based, the
above protocol will have three cryptographic assumptions,
namely, the DL, the RSA and the hash function. The
security of the protocol would depend on the weakest
cryptographic assumption involved. To further elaborate on
this example, suppose that in this protocol, Diffie–Hellman
key distribution is based on a 512-bit DL and the digital
signature is based on a 1024-bit RSA. According to [3],
RSA factoring has same complexity as a DL. Consequently,
the 512-bit DL can be considered easier to break as
compared to the 1024-bit RSA. An attacker can simply
derive the session key by solving the DL problem from the
exchanged key information and then use it to decipher the
subsequent exchanged messages between the communicat-
ing parties without having to forge the signatures. Thus, in
general, given M independent OR-related cryptographic
assumptions, where M is a positive integer, a protocol with
only one of the M assumptions is at least as secure as that
with all M assumptions.

In the existing literature, to our knowledge, there is no
single-assumption authenticated Diffie–Hellman key-agree-
ment protocol [8]. The IEEE has standardised the
authenticated key-distribution protocols in the P1363
standards [9]. Here, following the classification by the IEEE
P1363 standards, we propose three authenticated Diffie–
Hellman key-agreement protocols, each based on one
cryptographic assumption.

In modern communication protocols, there are two types
of authentication, namely, user authentication and shared-
key authentication. User authentication is to authenticate a
communicating user in real time. Shared-key authentication
ensures that a shared key is known only to the legitimate
users. A key-agreement protocol without either user
authentication or shared-key authentication is not secure,
leading to many kinds of attacks. Therefore we need both
user authentication and shared-key authentication. In
particular, we need to efficiently and securely integrate
both user authentication and shared-key authentication into
authenticated key-agreement protocols. We will discuss
these two types of authentication and associated attacks in
detail in Section 2.

In the literature, the term ‘authenticated key-agreement’
protocol can be somewhat misleading in terms of what type
of authentication a protocol really provides. Many proto-
cols provide shared-key authentication but not user
authentication. For example, Harn and Lin [10, 11], Shim
[12], Yen and Joye [13], and Wu et al. [14] provide shared-
key authentication, but not user authentication. The 2-pass
MQV protocol [15] provides shared-key authentication
only, but the 3-pass MQV provides user authentication as
well as shared-key authentication. In this paper, all our
three proposed protocols provide both user authentication
and shared-key authentication.

Specifically, the first of our one-assumption authenticated
Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocols is based on a DL,
the second on an EC, and the third on an RSA. Each of
these three protocols can be described, based on a general
framework, as a three-pass message transmission between
two communicating parties. In addition to the above
mentioned properties (i.e. user authentication, shared-key
authentication, one cryptographic assumption), each of our

proposed protocols can also prevent the attacks often
discussed in literature.

The work in the literature closest to what we are
proposing here is by Harn [16], and Harn and Lin [10].
Harn [16] proposed various digital signature schemes
without using one-way functions to sign Diffie–Hellman
public keys. Harn and Lin [10] proposed a protocol that
utilises the digital signature schemes in [16], but the
proposed protocol provides only shared-key authentication
and is restricted to a DL assumption. In this paper, we base
our work on [16] and propose three one-assumption
protocols that can achieve both user authentication and
shared-key authentication.

2 User authentication versus shared key authen-
tication

User authentication determines the legitimacy of the
intended parties in real time. For example, in a client-server
application, a service provider needs to ensure the
legitimacy of a user before providing services to the user.
Similarly, a user needs to make sure that the service
provider is genuine so that the user is willing to send its
sensitive information (such as a credit card number) to the
service provider.

Since communicating parties need a common key to
encrypt and decrypt data, shared-key authentication makes
sure that the shared common key is known only to the
intended parties.

In a key-agreement protocol without user authentication,
an attacker can misrepresent the identity of an innocent
party, leading to attacks such as replay, resource exhaustion
and unknown key-share. In the following, we discuss each
of these attacks.

First, for the replay attack, consider the current Internet
environment, where authentication is based on a trusted
third party certificate authority (CA). As a certificate is
public information, an attacker can get hold of an innocent
user’s public certificate, and along with previously recorded
exchanged information between innocent parties, the
attacker can impersonate the innocent user, resulting in a
replay attack. Thus, in a protocol without user authentica-
tion, even with the use of a certificate, impersonation is
possible.

Secondly, for the resource-exhaustion attack, consider
client–server applications. Without user authentication, an
illegitimate client can pretend to be an innocent user and
replay key establishment requests repeatedly to exhaust the
server’s computing resource, leading to a denial-of-service
attack. With user authentication, the server can reject the
attacker early during establishment, reducing misuse of
computing resources.

Thirdly, Fig. 1, demonstrates an unknown key-share
attack [17]. User A sends message m1 to user B, however,
attacker E intercepts the message and replaces it with
message m2. B believes that it is communicating with E as
message m2 contains the certificate of E. User B then
sends message m3 to E who then forwards the unmodified
message m3 to A. In this scenario, shared-key authentication
is achieved between users A and B as only A and B know
the shared secret. But, user authentication is not achieved
because B thinks that it is communicating with E, not A.
Thus, a lack of user authentication can lead to many kinds
of attacks, even with the use of a CA signed by a trusted
third party.

On the other hand, a communication protocol with only
user authentication is not enough. A secure communication
channel needs a shared key between communicating parties
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for purposes such as data confidentiality and integrity.
Shared-key authentication ensures that the shared key is
known only to the intended parties. Without shared-key
authentication, after mutual user authentication, an attack-
er can hijack the communication channels.

Thus, a secure communication protocol needs both user
authentication and shared-key authentication. In the next
Section, we show how to efficiently and securely integrate
both user authentication and shared-key authentication into
our authenticated Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocols.

3 Authenticated key agreement protocols with
one cryptographic assumption

In this Section, we provide three authenticated key
agreement protocols, each integrating both user authentica-
tion and shared-key authentication into the Diffie–Hellman
key-distribution algorithm. Each of the three protocols is
based on one cryptographic assumption, i.e. a DL, an EC
or an RSA.

3.1 General framework
The general framework of our three one-assumption
protocols is a three-runmessage calculation passing between
two communicating parties, as depicted in Fig. 2, where Cn

i
means the computation performed by user i in the nth run,
and T n

ij means the set of information passed from user i to

user j in the nth run.

Notations:

k short-term private key

r short-term public key

K long-term private key

R long-term public key

A key for a particular user is denoted with a single
subscript, for example, kA means user A’s short-term private
key.

A shared key selected by user i and sent to user j is denoted
with two subscripts i and j, for example, kAB is a short-term
secret key that is selected by A and sent to B, and shared
only between A and B.

For an elliptic curve, if a parameter is in bold letters, it
means that it is not scalar but a vector with x and y
coordinates.

3.2 Discrete logarithm assumption
Based on the general framework depicted in Fig. 2, Section
3.2.1 shows how an authenticated Diffie–Hellman key
agreement based on a DL is achieved, and Section 3.2.2
provides security analysis of this scheme.

3.2.1 Algorithm: Table 1 lists the notations used by
the algorithm, where an item ticked in the last column
means that it is assumed to be available to the commu-
nicating parties before starting the key agreement process.
Table 2 shows the computations performed by users A and
B, and Table 3 shows the messages that are transferred
between users A and B.

3.2.2 Security analysis: Our proposed protocol is
one assumption and provides user authentication as well as
shared-key authentication. In addition, it protects against
replay attack, known key attack and unknown key-share
attack. In this Section, we analyse the proposed protocol
from all these aspects.

One-assumption property: Our DL-based authenticated
Diffie–Hellman key-agreement protocol involves two algo-
rithms: Diffie–Hellman key distribution and the modified
Harn’s digital signature scheme in [16]. Specifically, we add
both shared secrets kAB and kBA into Harn’s digital

A E B

m1 = {rA, SK
A
 (rA), cert (RA)}

m3 = {rB, SK
B
 (rB), cert (RB)} m3 = {rB, SK

B
 (rB), cert (RB)}

m2 = {rA, SK
E
 (rA), cert (RE)}

verify SK
B
 (rB) using cert (RB)

verify SK
E
 (rA) using cert (RE)

compute kAB = r kA

compute kAB = r kB
A

B

Fig. 1 Messages transferred between users A and B in an unknown key-share attack where E is an attacker
Notations:
ki¼ a short-term private key of user i
kij¼ a common shared secret key between users i and j

ri¼ a short-term public key of user i. In particular, ri ¼ aki

Ki¼ a long-term private key of user i
Ri¼ a long-term public key of user i
cert(Ri)¼ a public key certificate of key Ri

SKiðzÞ¼ a singature on key z signed using key Ki

mn¼message identifier

sequencerun user A user B

1 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

C1
A

C1
B

C3

T 2
BA

T 1
AB

T 3
AB

B

C2
A

Fig. 2 General framework: 3-pass message transmission
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signature equations in [16]. Harn’s digital signature scheme
is a modified ElGamal DL-based digital signature scheme
[18]. Thus, its cryptographic assumption is based on a DL.
In particular, Harn’s digital signature scheme does not use a
one-way hash function to sign the Diffie–Hellman public
key. Since both Diffie–Hellman key distribution and
modified Harn’s digital signature algorithms are based on
a DL, the security of our proposed protocol is entirely
based on a DL assumption.

Shared-key authentication: Shared-key authentication en-
sures that the shared key is known only to the intended
parties. Our protocol achieves shared-key authentication by
using the Diffie–Hellman function. Specifically, after B

receives rA, B calculates kAB ¼ ðrAÞKB mod p in step 5 of
Table 2. Since KB is private to B, B can obtain kAB.

Similarly, after A receives RB from B, A calculates kAB ¼
ðRBÞkA mod p in step 8 of Table 2. Since kA is private to A,
A can obtain kAB. Therefore, kAB is known only to users A
and B. A similar analysis can be applied to kBA. Thus our
protocol provides shared-key authentication.
User authentication: The foundation of our DL-based
authenticated key agreement protocol is based on the
Diffie–Hellman function for the key agreement and Harn’s
scheme [16] for the digital signature. However, Harn did not
provide user authentication. In our protocol, we provide
user authentication. Specifically, this is achieved by includ-
ing the short-term shared secrets kAB and kBA in the
signature-signing equations (see steps 6 and 11 in Table 2,
respectively). For a detailed analysis of the provision of user
authentication, we provide a security analysis from user A’s
point of view. A similar analysis can be applied to user B.

kAB is a shared secret key selected by A and used by B to
decrypt the messages from A. Similarly, kBA is a shared
secret key selected by B and used by A to decrypt the
messages from B. For user authentication, from A’s point
of view, it is important to convince A that:

(i) the signature sB is really generated by B, thus kBA is
selected by B;

(ii) kAB has been received by B (i.e. the so-called ‘key
confirmation’); and

(iii) kBA is fresh and not a replayed key

In the following, we explain how A is convinced by each of
the three items.

Item (i): Where A needs to be convinced of sB signed by B,
in the second round of the protocol, A verifies sB by
checking the equation in step 9. After successful verification,
A is convinced that sB is signed by B. Convinced of the
signature signer B, A can therefore be convinced that rB is
selected by B, as sB is a signature of rB in the signature
equation in step 6. Furthermore, since A calculates kBA

based on rB (see step 10), A is convinced that kBA is selected
by B.
Item (ii): A needs to be convinced that kAB has been
received by B. Since kAB is included in the signature
equation calculation in step 6, after successful verification in
step 9, A is convinced that sB is signed by B, therefore A is
confirmed that kAB has been received by B. This is also
known as key confirmation.
Item (iii): A needs to be convinced that the kBA is not a
replayed key. In the original ElGamal signature scheme [18],
a signature by B is represented by a pair of parameters
(rB, sB) which are sent along with the original message to A
for message verification. In our scheme, we treat rB as the
message itself and sB serves as the single-parameter
signature. In the first round, rA, which is a computed
number based on a random number and is sent by A to B,
serves as a nonce. kAB in step 5 is calculated based on the
nonce rA. In step 6, the signature sB is calculated for
message rB by taking kAB, therefore the nonce, into account.
Thus, in the second round, if A successfully verifies the
signature of the equation in step 6, A can be sure that rB is

Table 1: DL notations

Property Notation (i for
user identity
such as A or B)

Published
information

Prime number p |

Factor of p�1 q |

Generator with order q a |

Short-term private key ki

Short-term public key ri ¼ aki mod p

Long-term private key Ki

Long-term public key Ri ¼ aKi mod p |

Public-key certificate certðRiÞ |

Signature si |

Table 2: DL computations

Run Step Computation

1 1 C1
A

A selects kA

2 A computes rA

1 3 C1
B

B selects kB

4 B computes rB

5 B computes kAB ¼ ðrAÞKB mod p

6 B computes sB ¼ k�1
AB ðKB � rBkBÞmod q

2 7 C2
A

A verifies RB by checking certðRBÞ
8 A computes k 0AB ¼ ðRB ÞkA mod p

9 A verifies sB and k 0AB by checking

RB ¼
? ðrB ÞrB ðaÞðsB k 0

AB
Þ mod p

10 A computes kBA ¼ ðrBÞKA mod p

11 A computes sA ¼ k�1
BA ðKA � rAkAÞmod q

3 12 C3
B

B verifies RA by checking certðRAÞ
13 B computes k 0BA ¼ ðRAÞkB mod p

14 B verifies sA and k 0BA by checking

RA¼
? ðrAÞrA ðaÞðsAk 0

BA
Þ mod p

Table 3: DL message passing

Message

T 1
AB

frAg

T 2
BA

frB ; sBg

T 3
AB

fsAg
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not a replayed message, and hence kBA (the equation in step
10) is not a replayed key.

A similar analysis of user authentication can be applied
from user B’s point of view. Thus, our protocol provides
mutual user authentication between two communicating
parties via the inclusion of kAB and kBA in the signature-
signing equations.

As mentioned in Section 1, user authentication can
prevent impersonation attacks such as replay attacks,
unknown key-share and resource-exhaustion attacks. The
preceding paragraph explaining how item 3 is achieved
shows the prevention of replay attacks. For the unknown
key-share attack, Kaliski [17] has shown that key confirma-
tion can prevent this kind of attack. Since our protocol
achieves item 2 which provides key confirmation, it prevents
the unknown key-share attack. For the resource exhaustion
attacks, consider a client-server model where user A is an
illegitimate client and B is a server. With user authentication
built into our protocol, server B can reject A’s connection
request after unsuccessful verification in the 3rd run of our
protocol, thereby reducing misuse of B’s computing
resources.
Mutually independent shared keys: As with most standard
protocols, such as SSL and IPSec, where different keys are
used for different directions, our protocol has two short-
term shared secrets kAB and kBA, one for each direction.
Our proposed protocol is based on the signature equation
scheme introduced by Harn [16]. However, Harn’s scheme
leads to a known key attack [19] in which an attacker can
derive a key from an another known key between the
communicating parties. Specifically, in [16], the signature
equations for Diffie–Hellman key agreement without using
a one-way hash function are

KA ¼ rAkA þ sA mod q ð1Þ

KB ¼ rBkB þ sB mod q ð2Þ
The security of this key agreement scheme can be referred to
in [16]. In our current protocol, because of the known key
attack, we cannot use these signature equations directly for
key agreement. This is because using (1) and (2) will lead to
mutual dependence of the shared keys. Specifically, by cross
multiplying (1) and (2), we obtain

KArBkB þ KAsB ¼ KBrAkA þ KBsA mod q ð3Þ
Raising both sides to the power of a, one obtains

ðkBAÞrBðRAÞsB ¼ ðkABÞrAðRBÞsA mod p ð4Þ
Equation (4) shows that the two shared secret keys, kAB and
kBA, are not independent of each other. Knowing one of
these two keys will reveal the other, i.e. the so-called ‘known
key attack’.

In this paper, we propose to change (1) and (2) to the
equations in steps 11 and 6, respectively. The equations in
steps 11 and 6 are equivalent to

KA ¼ rAkA þ sAkBA mod q ð5Þ

KB ¼ rBkB þ sBkAB mod q ð6Þ
Similar to the above analysis, after cross multiplying of (5)
and (6), we obtain

KArBkB þ KAsBkAB ¼ KBrAkA þ KBsAkBA mod q ð7Þ
Raising both sides to the power of a, one obtains

ðkBAÞrB RðsBkABÞ
A ¼ ðkABÞrA RðsAkBAÞ

B mod p ð8Þ
In (8), notice that the shared secrets kAB and kBA are the
exponents on both sides of the equation. According to
Agnew et al. [20], given one of the shared secrets e.g. kAB,

finding the other is no easier than a discrete logarithm
problem. In other words, knowing one key cannot lead to
the other. Thus, kAB and kBA are independent of each other.

In summary, this Section shows that our proposed
protocol is based on one cryptographic assumption.
Furthermore, it demonstrates that our protocol provides
both user authentication and shared-key authentication,
and prevents known key attacks.

3.3 Elliptic-curve assumption
This protocol is a direct extension of the protocol based on
the DL assumption in Section 3.2. Based on the general
framework depicted in Fig. 2, Section 3.3.1 shows how an
authenticated key agreement based on an elliptic curve is
achieved, and Section 3.3.2 provides security analysis of this
scheme.

3.3.1 Algorithm: Table 4 lists the notations used by
the algorithm, Table 5 shows the computations performed
by users A and B, and Table 6 shows the messages that are
transferred between users A and B.

Table 4: EC notations

Property Notation (i for user
identity such as
A or B)

Published
information

Elliptic curve E |

Prime number p |

Prime divisor of the
number of points in E

q |

Curve point generating
the subgroup of order q

a |

Short-term private key ki

Short-term public key r i ¼ ki a ¼ ðxr i
;yr i
Þ

Long-term private key Ki

Long-term public key R i ¼ Ki a ¼ ðxR i
;yR i
Þ |

Public-key certificate certðR i Þ |

Signature si |

Table 5: EC computations

Computation

C1
A

A selects kA

A computes rA ¼ ðxrA
; yrA
Þ

C1
B

B selects kB

B computes rB ¼ ðxrB
; yrB
Þ

B computes kAB ¼ KBrA ¼ ðxkAB
;ykAB

Þ
B computes sB ¼ x�1

kAB
ðKB � xrB

kBÞmod q

C2
A

A verifies RB by checking certðRBÞ

A computes k 0AB ¼ kARB ¼ ðx 0kAB
;y 0kAB

Þ

A verifies sB and k 0AB by checking rB ¼
?

x�1
rB
ðRB � x 0kAB

sBaÞ
A computes kBA ¼ KArB ¼ ðxkBA

;ykBA
Þ

A computes sA ¼ x�1
kBA
ðKA � xrA

kAÞmod q

C3
B

B verifies RA by checking certðRAÞ

B computes k 0BA ¼ kBRA ¼ ðx 0kBA
; y 0kBA

Þ

B verifies sA and k 0BA by checking rA¼
?

x�1
rA
ðRA � x 0kBA

sAaÞ
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3.3.2 Security analysis: Since our EC-based
authenticated key-agreement protocol is a direct extension
of the protocol based on a DL assumption in Section 3.2,
the security analysis in Section 3.2.2 applies to the EC-based
authenticated key-agreement protocol as well.

3.4 RSA factoring assumption
This protocol is a direct extension of the protocol based on
a DL assumption in Section 3.2. Based on the general
framework depicted in Fig. 2, Section 3.4.1 shows how an
authenticated key agreement based on RSA factoring is
achieved, and Section 3.4.2 provides security analysis of this
scheme.

3.4.1 Algorithm: Table 7 lists the notations used by
the algorithm, Table 8 shows the computations performed
by users A and B, and Table 9 shows the messages that are
transferred between users A and B.

3.4.2 Security analysis: This protocol involves both
RSA factoring and DL cryptographic assumptions.
Although, this protocol involves two cryptographic assump-
tions, their security relation is a logic AND relationship. To
our knowledge, one possible way for an attacker to break
this protocol is to first factor ni into two large primes (i.e. pi

and qi) and then solve the DL in order to find either the
long-term or the short-term private key from its long-term
or short-term public key, respectively. This is similar to a
safe deposit box in a bank. To break a safe deposit box, one
would have to break into the strong room, and then break

the box. Because these two assumptions are logic AND-
related (in particular, RSA factoring comes before the DL),
RSA factoring has the same complexity as a DL [3], and the
factoring of ni has twice the number of bits as the DL in our
protocol, the security of this protocol depends on the more
secure of the two assumptions, which is RSA factoring.

Since our RSA-based authenticated key agreement
protocol is also a direct extension of the protocol based
on the DL assumption in Section 3.2, the security analysis
in Section 3.2.2 applies to the RSA-based authenticated key
agreement protocol as well.

4 Summary and conclusion

This paper has proposed three single-assumption authenti-
cated Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocols. Specifically,
the first protocol is based on a discrete logarithm, the
second on an elliptic curve, and the third on RSA factoring.
All three protocols are described based on a general
framework: a 3-pass message transmission. In the optimal
three passes of message transmission between two commu-
nicating parties, not only are both user authentication and
shared-key authentication achieved, but also two shared
secret keys are established, one for each direction of a secure
channel.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that an
authenticated Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocol
based on one cryptographic assumption is at least as secure
as OR-related multiple-assumption counterparts such as the
DL-based Diffie–Hellman key distribution using an RSA

Table 6: EC message passing

Message

T 1
AB

frAg

T 2
BA

frB ; sBg

T 3
AB

fsAg

Table 7: RSA notations

Property Notation (user j is user i’s
communication partner)

Published
information

Long-term secret pi ; qi are two safe primes
such that pi ¼ 2p0i þ 1,

qi ¼ 2q0i þ 1

Long-term generator ai with order 2p0iq
0
i |

Long-term private key di 2 ½0;2p0iq
0
i � 1�

Long-term public key ni ¼ piqi |

ei where

ei di modð2p0iq
0

iÞ ¼ 1

|

Ri ¼ adi

i mod ni
|

Public-key certificate certðni ;Ri ; ei ; ai Þ |

Short-term private key ki 2 ½0;2p0jq
0
j � 1�z

Short-term public key ri ¼ aki

j mod nj

Signature si |

zBecause of Euler’s totient function, ki falls in the precise range of
½0; 2p0jq

0
j � 1�. However, since user i cannot obtain user j’s secrets pj

and qj, user i can select ki 2 ½0; nj � 1� instead. Even though this

range is bigger than the precise range, a selection of ki outside the
range ½0; 2p0jq

0
j � 1� is modular congruent to some value within this

range

Table 8: RSA computations

Computation

C1
A

A selects kA

A computes rA ¼ ðaBÞkA mod nB

C1
B

B selects kB

B computes rB ¼ ðaAÞkB mod nA

B computes kAB ¼ ðrAÞdB mod nB

B computes sB ¼ ðrB ÞdB kAB mod nB

C2
A

A verifies ðnB ;RB ; eBÞ by checking certðnB ;RB ;eBÞ

A computes k 0AB ¼ ðRBÞkA mod nB

A verifies sB and k 0AB by checking ðrBÞðk 0ABÞ
eB ¼? ðsB ÞeB mod nB

A computes kBA ¼ ðrBÞdA mod nA

A computes sA ¼ ðrAÞdA kBA mod nA

C3
B

B verifies ðnA;RA;eAÞ by checking certðnA;RA; eAÞ

B computes k 0BA ¼ ðRAÞkB mod nA

B verifies sA and k 0BA by checking ðrAÞðk 0BAÞ
eA ¼? ðsAÞeA mod nA

Table 9: RSA message passing

Message

T 1
AB

frAg

T 2
BA

frB ; sBg

T 3
AB

fsAg
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signature on the MD5 hash value. We conclude that the
security of a protocol should not be assessed at the level of
the individual algorithms used to compose the protocol,
rather it should be assessed at the overall protocol level.
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